Analysis of HIV-1 BF pr/rt recombinant strains from Rio de Janeiro/Brazil reveals multiple unrelated mosaic structures.
Due to the co-circulation of HIV-1 subtypes B and F1 in Brazil, a large variety of unique BF1 recombinant forms (URFs_BF1) and four circulating BF1 recombinant forms (CRF28, CRF29, CRF39 and CRF40) have been described. The aim of this study was to investigate mosaic structure and phylogenetic relationship among several BF1 (protease-reverse transcriptase, pr/rt) recombinant sequences obtained from a group of patients from Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from 1994 to 2005. Phylogenetic relationships were estimated by Bayesian and SplitsTree methods. Recombination breakpoints were analyzed by Bootscan. Those samples presenting the same recombinant pattern in the pr/rt region were investigated in the integrase (int) and envelope (env) regions as a screening method for the detection of potential new CRFs candidates. Third out of 61 pr/rt HIV-1 BF1 recombinant sequences analyzed depicted unique recombinant structures and were classified URFs_BF1. The other 31 samples segregated in eight well-supported phylogenetic clusters composed of at least three samples sharing the same recombination pattern. Analyses of the int and env regions from these 31 samples revealed that 11 samples were URFs_BF1. Three and four sequences corresponded, respectively, to the previously described CRF39 and CRF40. Three samples displayed a CRF28-like mosaic structure, and one sample a CRF29-like mosaic pattern. The other nine BF1 samples segregate in three distinct clusters with the same recombination profile and could represent good candidates for new CRFs_BF profiles. The HIV-1 BF1 epidemic in Rio de Janeiro is characterized by a high prevalence (67%) of URFs_BF1 and a low prevalence (4.9-6.6%) of each CRFs_BF previously identified in Brazil.